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For the Sleep + Eat event this year, Hakwood is contributing their 

flooring to HBA London for their Sleep Set.  

 

As a twist for 2018, 4 designers have been paired up with influential 

brands and HBA London has been partnered with the Natural History 

Museum. The task for the competition is for each designer to create a 

guestroom concept that is influenced by their partner’s aesthetics and 

values. It is hoped that this will give visitors the chance to interact with 

and view well-known brands in a different way. 

 

Aptly named, ‘An Explorer’s Box of Curiosities,’ the room set is hugely 

inspired by the way in which metamorphic specimens are displayed at 

the Natural History Museum as well as their philosophy and way of 

working.  

 

Stuart Wilson, Senior Project Designer for HBA London explains “Hakwood flooring was chosen by HBA London 

because we wanted a warm, natural product to underpin our design and their range of floor styles, types and 

colours meant that we could find the perfect fit for the Sleep Set. Hakwood ties in perfectly with our values about 

sustainable design as their products are environmentally responsible, but also tell a story through the use of 

natural resources.” 

 

 

About Sleep + Eat 

The Sleep + Eat exhibition brings together the designers, architects, consultants and emerging talent that are 

responsible for creating some of the best hotels, restaurants and bars. 

Visit the Sleep + Eat website for more information: https://www.sleepandeatevent.com/ 

Opening Times: Tue 20th – 10:00-20:30, Wed 21st – 10:00-18:00 

 

About Hakwood 

Hakwood is a global leader in the design and manufacture of top quality wood flooring and wall tiles. Working 

closely with architects and designers worldwide, Hakwood specializes in creating bespoke wood solutions. Our 

passion for excellence, innovation and service shows in each and every product we make.  

 

https://www.sleepandeatevent.com/


A family owned Dutch company, Hakwood has nearly 40 years of expertise manufacturing hardwood. The 

Hakwood brand offers an extensive portfolio of reference projects across 60 countries in all market sectors; 

residential, commercial, hospitality, retail. 

 

When you combine our wood flooring and wall tiles with your inspiration, the possibilities are endless. 

 

About HBA London 

HBA London is a highly acclaimed interior design studio specialising in exceptional, award-winning hotel, resort, 

spa and residential projects around the globe. Ingenuity, cultural curiosity and a deep understanding of what it 

takes to create a memorable experience are the hallmarks of HBA London’s work. Informed by decades of 

knowledge matched with extensive global resources, the team creates sophisticated, brand-defining designs that 

fuse the classical with the contemporary, and the refined with the natural, to set new standards for luxury and 

comfort.   

 

Current and recent HBA London projects include:  The Address Istanbul, The Orient Jerusalem; St Regis hotels in 

Dubai and Marrakech; a Luxury Collection hotel in Doha; Piramal Aranya Residences, Mumbai; Hilton Amsterdam 

Airport Schiphol; Hotel Atlantis by Giardino, Zurich; the refurbishment of a resort hotel on the Dalmatian coast; 

and a new InterContinental in Munich. 
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